EN GI N EE R E D E LE G A NCE CR E A TE D B Y E X P ER IE NC E D H ANDS

DEBEN WINDOWS
HANDCRAFTED JOINERY IN THE HEART
OF SUFFOLK

BESPOKE TIMBER WINDOWS
& DOORS

We not only make unique one-offs for listed buildings and bespoke

Combining originality, master craftsmanship
and the ultimate in quality & finish.

We advise and work with homeowners, building contractors,

We produce beautiful timber windows, doors and conservatories,

Our expertise is expansive. Everything from the sophistication

custom-made to exact specifications by our in-house team of
expert joiners using state-of-the-art machinery.
Our extensive sash and casement window technical know-how,
learned over many years, enables us to offer a professional and
personal service to all of our customers.

designs for private developments or residences, we also have the
capacity to fulfil big orders on a large-scale-production basis.

architects, interior designers and private or commercial clients.

of restoring historic buildings, to the most contemporary and
environmentally friendly solutions on the market.
All of our timber products are produced with specialist detailing
and can be supplied primed, polished or fully decorated.
Over 200 collective years of doing what we do best.

“Driven by a love ! work"g w#h w$d % a pa&ion for 'e art ! jo"ery”
debenwindows.com
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“The attention to detail and the
finish was excellent plus everything
worked; smooth opening and closing,
draught-proof and quiet. A real
pleasure to fit and use.”

Bamber Johnson - Johnson Friel Ltd

“The best way I can find of
describing Deben Windows’
work is handmade
perfection.”

Maria Claydon

debenwindows.com
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ABOUT US
Making A Difference
Tony Carr, Director, leads the businesses, along with our team of talented and experienced craftsmen. For many years we have also built up an external team of reliable
specialist suppliers and trusted builders too. We collaborate with those that understand the level of quality of workmanship and materials we require for every project.

Creative Precision

The Future

The Brief

Deben Windows blend the ideas of the designer, the hand

We believe passionately in the continuation of craft and

From our initial meeting, we take time to learn about

skills of the maker and the best choice of materials to

welcome apprentices to ensure that we are passing on our

the client and their ambitions for each project. Here we

produce high quality work. Each project or piece is a

knowledge to a new generation and supporting the longevity

leverage our knowledge and experience to explore the

personal reflection of our craft.

of future expert joiners. In an age of mass production and

creative, financial and practical feasibility.

uniformity, we are proud to still be making as much by hand

Custom Statement Makers
• We have been supplying the trade and direct to the
public for many years and by doing so have gained
huge amounts of experience
• We use high-end materials, exceptional timbers and
exquisite fittings
• We are reliable. We often prepare quotations within
24 hours
• Our windows are made using traditional methods
combined with modern draught-proof systems
• We use only the best quality and durable paint finishes

as possible using a team of experienced craftsmen with skills
honed on the bench for more than 40 years and youthful
dynamism of apprentices learning traditional techniques.

Our Brand Today

• We undertake all our work in-house, ensuring
consistency of quality from start to finish

Our team will carry out a survey to ascertain the precise
dimensions of the space or work out the exact tolerances
for built-in furniture. We can also pre-empt any access,
integration, delivery or installation requirements.

The Deben Joinery group of companies comprises two
brands: Deben Joinery and Deben Windows.

Master Craftsmanship

Continuing Our Mission

We are industry accredited by the British

Our mission remains simple: to manufacture, design,
deliver and delight.

using micro-porous system for many maintenance
free years

Surveying

Bespoke joinery service is at the heart of our business.

Woodworking Federation.
To see our full range of joinery services,
please visit our website debenjoinery.com

We are very proud of the reputation and relationships that
we have built with our clients, many of whom have become
good friends and longstanding customers.

debenwindows.com
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EVERY DETAIL CONSIDERED

OUR SERVICES
Personal, Professional And Uniquely
Deben Windows
At Deben Windows we have an accumulation of experience in every
aspect of design and manufacture of woodcraft, so we can help advise
and inspire on any project however big or small.
Our customers will often use a photograph to show us a style, finish or
piece they particularly like and we will endeavour to create something
born from this concept or idea, but – of course – individually made
and unique to them.

Traditional. Contemporary. Bespoke. For an Authentic Enhancement of your Home
Trusted timber

Glazing

All of our sash and casement windows are made using the finest timber. Both

We supply glazing options to suit all requirements and premises. Our glazing

quality and characteristics of material are hugely important to us and to the outcome

options include traditional to layered and privacy ensuring styles.

of the finished window. We use a range of world-class timbers and work with
trusted partners of certified timber merchants who supply extremely reliable and
responsibly sourced timber. Our preferred timbers include Utile, Douglas Fir
and Accoya.
We can help you through the entire process, be it restoring, upgrading or fitting
brand new windows. Whichever option is right for your project or property, all our

We specialise in:

windows meet thermal, acoustic and security standards.

• Box sash and casement timber windows

Heritage

• Custom built conservatories and orangeries
• Any array of exterior and interior doors

Finish
We use the very best equipment to ensure that all our products are finished to the
highest standards and that you can have total confidence in their sustainability
and durability.

Operation
All work is undertaken in our own factory in the Suffolk countryside by expert

Over the years, we have developed extensive experience in working with listed

craftsmen. We blend the best of both modern and traditional approaches to guarantee
the quality of our work and that all our windows operate smoothly and with ease.

buildings and the associated rules, regulations and restrictions. In fact, period-style

Bars

windows for Listed Buildings are our speciality. Every single window is bespoke and

We supply products with a range of frames and bar profiles for you to choose from.

built to the exact required specification for the sympathetic nature of the project.

This includes a variety of thickness options on our glazing.

Finishing touches

Ironmongery

Our expertise is profound so to discuss your project ideas, grand

We use a preparation and finishing system that protects the integrity of the paint,

designs or to simply ask us a question on how we can help you

If required we can provide or recommend a variety of options to suit our windows to

allows the wood to breathe and guarantees a perfect finish on all of our windows

enhance your development or home please contact us.

ensure suitability and style.

and doors.

• Intricate and traditional staircases
• Hand-made kitchens
• Individually designed bathroom furniture
• Tailor-made storage solutions for all areas

debenwindows.com
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SASH WINDOWS

CASEMENT
WINDOWS

Traditional & Contemporary
For a truly traditional appearance, whether you are looking to restore

Beautifully Bespoke

a period property, replace double glazing or start a new build project,
our wooden sash windows not only look elegant and timeless, they
also offer energy efficiency, smooth operation and are made to last.
Our sash windows are authentically replicated and full of character.
Their performance rivals and surpasses many modern windows.
Highly insulating, rattle-free with an easy opening action for peace
of mind.

“There is always a warm welcome
and the comfort of knowing that
their craftsmanship and quality is
consistently outstanding.”
Jon O’Dowd - J.W. O’Dowd

Made-to-order in our Suffolk workshop, our casement
windows are constructed entirely from high-grade
timber. They are masterfully finished, enduring, secure
and thermally efficient.
There are many styles of casement windows to suit
different properties; at Deben Windows we provide

Designed with detailing and carefully selected decorative features

a full range from small pane Tudor to modern and

such as glazing, bars, mouldings and architectural hardware, our

contemporary flush designs.

bespoke wooden sash windows will enhance and improve any home
aesthetically and practically.

Box Sash
Our box sash windows are fitted with traditional weights and pulleys

As well as this we offer the option of incorporating
traditional butt hinges with stays and fasteners to
modern friction hinges with multi-point espagnolette
lock fasteners.

to counter balance the weight of the glazed panels. The weights
themselves are concealed within the box frame.

Bespoke timber casement windows are a very popular
choice in the UK and we are experts at recreating and

Sash
We also manufacture an alternative modern sash window with a
spring mechanism, which replaces the need for lead weights. This
sash window option allows for a much slimmer frame if desired
whilst retaining the authentic design.

replicating existing designs for homes in conservation
areas and listed buildings.
Casement windows are identified by their side hinges
and outwards opening.

debenwindows.com
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DOORS

CONSERVATORIES

Made-to-suit timber doors

A Real Living Space
Elegant Structures And
Traditional Charm

We provide custom-made doors to suit all needs
and requirements – fully finished with modern
locking systems to ensure peace of mind. We
understand the importance of an entrance door

Our luxury timber conservatories, orangeries

and will work with you to achieve the door you

and summer rooms are manufactured using high

will love.

quality engineering processes and only the finest
materials that are designed to last. Tailored in size

All of our doors are made in all styles and timbers

with limitless designs, our bespoke conservatory

from traditional cottage doors to Georgian,

extensions are true statement pieces.

Victorian and modern to French, single, balcony,
sliding and Bi-fold.

Made by master joiners in our Suffolk workshop
the inspired luxury hardwood living space is

We provide advice and assistance on the right

designed to feel as though you are in the garden

door for you to ensure that it works with the

all year round.

surroundings as well as meeting your needs and
design requirements.
Doors should make your house warm, secure and
with a style to suit you.

“Whether it is a large or
small order, nothing is
too much trouble.”
Matt Smith - Oakridge Construction

debenwindows.com
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OUR WORKSHOP
The Beating Heart Of Our Business
As well as enabling us to keep our skills in-house, so we can control and enhance quality and react quickly
to our clients’ requests, we also combine the very best new technology with age-old human hand skills.
Our computer-controlled machinery allow for micro-accuracy, speed and ever more intricate detailing.

Finishing Touches

Spray Booth & Drying Room

Our craftsmen understand that finish is everything.

Optimising on finish, we have invested in a modern

Whether it’s a crisp edge, smooth finish, polished

spray booth to provide a fully finished decoration

surface, an intriguing tactile texture or a brilliant

service for our customers. Our bespoke tailored

bright white, the finish is always the first thing you

joinery, windows, doors and cabinetry can be supplied

see. We use a preparation and finishing system that

ready painted or lacquered with a quality factory

protects the integrity of the paint, allowing the wood

finish using advanced micro-porous paint.

“Deben Windows has been my ‘go to’
company for doors, windows and
anything else made out of wood.
They’ve developed some great systems
to deliver excellent quality on time in
a friendly and efficient manner.”

to breathe and to guarantee a perfect finish on all of
our windows and doors.

Our range includes:

Our spray booth is a fully enclosed, temperature-

Bamber Johnson - Johnson Friel Ltd

controlled, dust-free environment that means the
paint can be applied in a controlled way to ensure
a more consistent, superior long lasting finish. It is

RAL – available in white or classic

also a more time efficient process than if applied by

Dual or mixed colour finishes

hand. After the joinery is sprayed it is transferred

Stain finish – available in a range of colours

to an adjacent drying room to be fully cured.

We can also provide a colour match service.

debenwindows.com
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MATERIALS
Ingrained With Excellence
At Deben Windows, we offer a choice of finest quality timbers. Preferred timbers such a Utile,
Douglas Fir and Accoya are renowned for their durability and sustainability.
Sustainable timber is extremely important for

Douglas Fir

both environmental purposes and the future of our

“Deben Joinery have produced the
finest sash and casement windows,
bespoke staircases, louvre and bi-fold
doors and unique one-off pieces of
joinery for us on many occasions.”
Matt Smith - Oakridge Construction

industry. Wood is a natural resource, which we respect

The natural resins within the wood and the close

and acknowledge and we never use environmentally

annual rings make this timber very stable and

damaging cheap softwood timbers that have to be

weather resistant. From Canada and originally

vac treated.

sourced in Victorian times this a favourite of ours
tried and tested for windows and doors.

Both quality and characteristics of material are
hugely important throughout the joinery process.
We work with our preferred partners of certified
timber merchants who supply extremely reliable
and responsibly sourced timber.

Utile

Accoya
Accoya timber is very durable and weather resistant.
The unique qualities and appeal are down to a clever
modification through a chemical process that alters
the cell structure preventing it from holding moisture.
We are an Accoya® Approved Manufacturer.

Utile wood is well known for its hardness and
durability, making it a beautiful and sustainable
timber that is very popular. Originating from Africa
this timber is most commonly used for door and
windowsills due to its excellent effect.

debenwindows.com
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An aeri( view ! our work)op. S* " 'e heart ! 'e S+f,k
cou-ryside on 'e Deben E.uary.

GET IN TOUCH
An Individual Statement
We’d love to hear from you so please give us a call, send an email or visit us at the
workshop by appointment. Our opening times are Monday to Friday 08.30 - 16.30 hrs.
CROMER

Our address:

A148
A140

Deben Windows Ltd

A47
NORWICH

PETERBOROUGH

GREAT
YARMOUTH
A11

A140

A141

SOUTHWOLD

CAMBRIDGE

A140

A12

A14
FRAMLINGHAM
STOWMARKET

Newbourne Road
Martlesham

A143

BURY
ST EDMUNDS

Unit 2 Kirrawah

Woodbridge
Suffolk
IP12 4PR

A12
WOODBRIDGE

A134

M11

IPSWICH
A12

BISHOP’S
STORTFORD

COLCHESTER
A120

M25
A12

LONDON

www.debenwindows.com
+44 (0)1473 736333 info@debenwindows.com
Discover more on our website or follow us on
Instagram or Facebook
@debenjoinery

debenwindows.com
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